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K-SWOC filed charges against Kenyon four days into strike
EVEY WEISBLAT
STAFF WRITER
SOPHIE KRICHEVSKY
STAFF WRITER

After reports that the College
threatened to call law enforcement
on picketing members of the Kenyon Student Worker Organizing Committee (K-SWOC) and
accused them of damaging property on Thursday, April 29 — the
fourth day of their ongoing strike
— K-SWOC filed unfair labor
practice (ULP) charges against the
College with the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB) on April
30.
K-SWOC steering committee
member Nick Becker ’22 found
the College’s actions last Thursday disheartening. “This shows
that — from the administration’s
perspective — there is no room for
dissent on this campus,” he said.
In a news bulletin sent in response to last Thursday’s protests
which took place outside two information sessions, the College
claimed that students violated the
protest policy, specifically its ban
on disruptive behavior. According to the policy — which was last
revised in 2018, — such behavior
is defined as that which “substantially obstructs, impairs, or interferes with” College activities, such
as meetings, classes or other community events.
K-SWOC refuted the College’s claims in a point-by-point
response posted to its website on
Tuesday, asserting that it is not
subject to the College’s protest
policy under the National Labor
Relations Act (NLRA). Accord-

Students met outside Cromwell Cottage for a peaceful protest. | REID STAUTBERG
ing to documents given to the Collegian by former Campus Senate
member Dan Napsha ’21, a clause
included in several initial drafts of
the protest policy stipulated that
it did not apply to unions. Professor of Biology Joan Slonczewski,
who was Campus Senate co-chair
in 2018, said in an email to the
Collegian that original drafts had
“excluded union protests because
unions are subject to labor laws
that would not fit a College policy.”
According to a press release
sent out Monday, the group filed
ULP charges with the NLRB on
Friday over “retaliatory behaviors”
against student workers who were
striking for union recognition,
citing Campus Safety officers’

towards picketers, among other
things. It based the charges on
three counts: illegal surveillance,
threats of retaliation and questioning employees about union
activities.
The current strike comes nearly a year after student workers
started organizing a union drive.
K-SWOC initially requested the
College’s recognition in August,
and shortly after reported that a
majority of student workers had
signed union cards. However,
Kenyon ultimately denied this
recognition request in mid-December. Should the College grant
K-SWOC recognition, the group
would become the first comprehensive undergraduate union in

United States history.
Just two weeks ago, K-SWOC
made another attempt towards
recognition, and asked the College
to agree to a community election
that would allow student workers
to vote on a union. The College
denied this request, setting off the
most recent round of protests.
The current strike comes less
than two months after K-SWOC
authorized a one-day work stoppage for five student workplaces,
which made history as the first undergraduate strike in the U.S. The
current strike was extended on
Friday and is now on its 11th day.
As of Wednesday afternoon, 165
student workers from shops across
the College had signed a docu-

ment committing to the strike.
Becker said that the group’s strike
fund — donations used to cover
lost wages during the strike — has
been increasing since the strike
began and has sufficiently covered
all wages of striking workers at the
College’s highest student employment pay tier, which is just over
$11 per hour.
Hayden Schortman ’08, a field
organizer for the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America (UE) — which
K-SWOC hopes to officially be
represented by — said he has never seen a non-union strike with
majority workforce participation
that has lasted this long. “A majority, non-union strike is exceptionally rare,” he said. “One that goes
for longer than a day is essentially
unheard of.”
Last Thursday’s events seemed
to follow the high tensions of
Wednesday, when strikers demanded to speak with President
Sean Decatur by occupying his office for nearly an hour and a half.
The occupation concluded with
Decatur inviting the strikers to
continue the conversation the following evening. However, he cancelled this meeting less than an
hour before it was scheduled to occur, and 30 minutes before a news
bulletin was sent out.
Decatur explained that his decision to cancel the meeting was a
result of last Thursday’s events.
“[It] really violated that sense
of trust and the ability to have that
same kind of open dialogue,” he
said. “[The meeting] no longer felt
appropriate.”
Continued on Page 3

City Council to vote on Township Fire Department merger
BEN BRUMLEY
STAFF WRITER

On May 2, Student Council Safety and
Wellness Committee Chairperson Ryan
Nader ’21 sent an email to students and
staff, announcing that the College Township Trustees will allow the Mount Vernon
City Council to vote on absorbing the College Township Fire Department (CTFD)
into the Mount Vernon Fire Department
(MVFD). The vote will take place on May
10.
The merger has been a significant issue for the Village Council since the summer. In November, Gambier voted for a
$6 million tax levy to support the struggling CTFD. At the time, CTFD staff had
expressed concerns about the lack of assistance from the College.
In his email about the vote, Nader argued that the decision to let the CTFD

merge with the MVFD should be reconsidered due to the potential negative impacts
it could have on the Gambier community.
He noted the change would hinder the historic mutual relationship between the two
departments, take away accessible and affordable emergency services from Gambier residents and strip jobs from community members and student volunteers at
the CTFD. He called upon the community
to sign a petition requesting a town hall
meeting before the voting process begins.
However, some community members
contested these concerns. Most notably,
former Executive Assistant to the Vice
President of Student Affairs Susan Delozier replied to the email, claiming that the
objections to the merger contained some
factual inaccuracies.
Mount Vernon Safety Service Director
Rick Dzik ’04 responded to the concerns
that Nader laid out in a message to the Kenyon community. He explained how he

expected the merger to address Nader’s
concerns, arguing that it would not leave
the College Township unstaffed, would
address issues about billing and would
open opportunities for CTFD members
to obtain part-time employment. In addition, the MVFD intends to work on opening positions for Kenyon volunteers.
Dzik stressed that these discussions are
not new, and have been the products of a
lengthy period of discussion between the
College Township Trustees and the Mount
Vernon City Council. Melissa Nixon ’23,
a student volunteer with the CTFD, expressed how these issues have been discussed throughout her time with the Department.
“When I first got on as a freshman
about a year and a half ago, the Department was in pretty deep financial trouble,”
Nixon said. “So it wasn’t terribly surprising; it was more disappointing.”
Nixon detailed that, this spring, the

Department had begun discussing the
possibility of a merger with other departments in Knox County.
Nixon, like others, believes a town hall
would be beneficial. If the town hall occurs, it would likely serve the purpose of
clarification rather than change, as the
City Council and the departments have
generally finalized their decisions regarding the merger.
“It’s important to emphasize that the
goal of the town hall was just to educate
people about what’s going on so they do
know what’s happening. It’s not necessarily to recall the votes from the Trustees,”
Nixon said.
In addition, Nixon stressed that there
were members of the Department who
wished to hold the Trustees accountable
and encourage them to provide a larger
degree of clarity regarding the decision
and its implications for the Gambier community.
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College hosts fifth annual
Lavender Graduation
AMELIA CARNELL
NEWS EDITOR

Kenyon’s Lavender Graduation ceremony, an annual event honoring LGBTQ+ seniors, took place via
Zoom on Thursday, April 29.
Rory Dreyfus ’23, Unity House co-manager, received the Outstanding Advocacy Award. He spoke to
the importance of the ceremony at a small school like
Kenyon.
“[The event] feels like a recognition of that community, as well as a recognition of individuals,” Dreyfus
said. “When seniors are graduating, it has a big impact
on us. It changes who’s in our spaces and who’s leading our events, and it’s a really bittersweet moment for
everyone involved.”
The first Lavender Graduation occurred at the
University of Michigan in 1995, and these events now
occur annually at more than 200 colleges and universities around the country. Kenyon’s first Lavender Graduation took place in 2017.
President Sean Decatur gave brief opening remarks
at the event, but left the meeting before the names of
graduating seniors were read. He explained that he often gets “pulled in multiple directions,” so he could not
attend the whole ceremony. Still, he acknowledged its
importance to the Kenyon community.
“It’s always a great event and an opportunity to celebrate students. I appreciate the keynote remarks and
the framing of the event,” Decatur said.
Dreyfus said that, whatever Decatur’s intentions,

his sudden departure was hurtful for many students. “I
was angry, but I’ve gotten to a place where I’m honestly
just disappointed that President Decatur ... wouldn’t
take more time to think through his actions and how
they line up with his words,” he said.
The event continued with a keynote address delivered by Visiting Instructor of Women’s and Gender
Studies and Political Science Gilda Rodriguez, who
spoke about found family and the many ways it can
manifest itself. Dreyfus praised Rodriguez’s address.
“I think the found family message is obviously something a lot of people resonate with. The sort of multitude of ways that she laid out that [concept] playing out
in people’s lives was really impactful,” he said.
In addition to Dreyfus’ award, Director of Campus
Events Howard Grier and Bookstore Manager Heather Peterson presented several other LGBTQ+ service
awards. Toby McCabe ’21 and Jonathan Hernandez
’21 shared the Kenyon PRIDE Senior Leader Award.
The Rising Star Award, given to a first- or second-year
student, was awarded to Ocean Wei ’24, while the
Faculty/Staff Advocate Award was given to Timothy
Bussey, Associate Director of the Office of Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion.
This year’s event also included the inaugural presentation of the Outstanding Community Partner
Award to Equitas Health. The organization was nominated for their work in providing LGBTQ+ inclusive
healthcare. Director of Gender-Affirming Care Mimi
Rivard and Chief Medical Officer Chad Braun, a Kenyon alumnus, accepted the award on behalf of Equitas.

Kenyon finishes year with
low COVID positivity rate
ARI BLUFFSTONE
NEWS ASSISTANT

Amidst multiple quiet periods, controversial quarantine procedures and various
outbreaks, Kenyon has kept its COVID-19
numbers relatively low throughout the
2020-21 academic year: It has totaled 67
positive cases of COVID-19 among students, 57 of which occurred in the spring
semester. With approximately 1,100 oncampus students in fall 2020 and 1,260 in
spring 2021, the College will complete the
2020-2021 academic year with a positivity
rate of roughly 2.3%.
As of Wednesday, there are three active
COVID-19 cases among students on campus and four students currently in quarantine. Additionally, 438 students are exempt
from testing after reaching the two-week
full vaccination threshold, according to
Director of Health and Counseling Chris
Smith. Kenyon students who do not meet
this requirement still must receive weekly
tests, which have moved from the Toan
Track at the Lowry Center to the Gund
Commons Ballroom.
A news bulletin from Wednesday indicates that testing will likely slow down, as
nearly 1,100 students and more than 450

employees have submitted vaccination records. The bulletin also states that wearing
masks indoors and outdoors in the presence of others will remain College policies
through the end of the spring semester.
Looking forward to fall 2021, Vice President for Student Affairs Meredith Harper
Bonham ’92, noted that — with only certain exceptions — all students must be
vaccinated against COVID-19 to return in
fall 2021, although the COVID-19 Steering
Committee has not yet decided on an analogous policy for employees. Bonham also
suggested that some COVID-19 restrictions
for students will continue into fall 2021,
though they are subject to change depending on public health guidance.
President Sean Decatur noted that he
feels confident in Kenyon’s plan to resume
an entirely residential program next semester. With a fully vaccinated student body in
the fall, Decatur said he expects that social
distancing and mask-wearing guidelines
may be loosened, though not with a complete return to normalcy. “I hesitate to say
‘back to normal’ because I don’t really think
everything will be the same as it was in
2019,” he said. “But all indications are that
fall 2021 will look an awful lot more like fall
2019 than it does like fall of 2020.”

Senate prepares to vote on new moniker during fall semester
SPENCER HIRSCH
NEWS ASSISTANT

On April 15, Campus Senate submitted a report to President Sean Decatur reviewing the College’s Lords
and Ladies athletic monikers. Ultimately, the Senate report concluded
that the current monikers do not
align with the values of the College
and its community, and set forth a
timeline that aims to revise the titles
by the late fall, when students will
vote for the new moniker through a
ranked-choice vote.
In recent years, Kenyon’s monikers have sparked debate for their sexist, classist and transphobic connotations. In light of this debate, Decatur
charged the Senate with the review
of the monikers at a Campus Senate

meeting on Feb. 4. After this meeting,
the body consulted many different
voices across campus and conducted a student-wide poll to determine
whether the current monikers align
with the College’s recently updated
mission and values statement.
In the report, Campus Senate outlined their process of the moniker
review: First, they consulted College
Historian and Keeper of Kenyoniana
Thomas Stamp ’73 to gather historical context regarding the gendered
monikers. The Senate then consulted Associate Director of the Office
of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Timothy Bussey, as well as Director
of Athletics, Fitness and Recreation
Jill McCartney and Director of Athletics Communications Marty Fuller
to discuss the monikers’ impacts on
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students — both athletes and nonathletes.
In addition to seeking advice from
staff members, the student representatives of the Senate sent out a survey
to the student body asking if they felt
that the Lords and Ladies monikers
represented Kenyon’s values. The report stated that 38% of students replied with a “strong no,” 24.4% with
“no,” 20.3% with “yes” and 14.9%
with a “strong yes.” After the survey,
the Senate consulted the Advancement Division to consider the effects
of a moniker change on former as
well as incoming students.
All in all, the Senate considered
their collected feedback enough to
suggest a change.
Campus Senate Student Co-chair
Delaney Gallagher ’23 agreed that a
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change is necessary. “Lords and Ladies are a long standing part of [Kenyon] history, but it is not the only part
of our history and does not reflect the
Kenyon we have now,” she said. “That
is what has driven our recommendations, and as a female athlete who
has directly felt some of [the] effects
[of] these names… I am nothing but
proud of the work we have done.”
The moniker change process will
begin in the fall, as outlined on the
last two pages of the report. The Senate co-chairs will meet on Aug. 26 to
develop guidelines for new moniker
suggestions and an online submission form for students, faculty and
staff.
At the first Senate meeting of the
fall semester on Sept. 2, new Senate
members will be informed of the se-

lection process, and just before midnight on Sept. 13, the submission form
will close. Later that day, the Senate
co-chairs will pare down the submissions to 25 options, based on their
merit in terms of Kenyon tradition,
connections and community values,
such as inclusivity, pride, loyalty and
strength. At the next Senate meeting
on Sept. 16, the members will reduce
the 25 moniker options to 15, and by
the third Senate meeting on Sept. 30,
they will select the top five.
From Oct. 1 until Oct. 15, students
will use ranked-choice voting to voice
their opinions on the final selection,
and on Oct. 18, the Senate co-chairs
will formalize the election results. On
Oct. 28, Campus Senate will vote on
the final report, and, if they vote to approve, will submit it to Decatur.

Subscriptions
As a Collegian subscriber for the 2020-2021 school year, you will receive
a PDF version of each issue every week, as well as monthly subscriber-only
podcasts sent to you with the last issue of every month. To subscribe to
a year’s worth of weekly issues and monthly Collegian podcasts, send an
email to kenyoncollegian@gmail.com.
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K-SWOC refutes claims of property damage and disruptions
Timeline of Thursday’s Events
Last Thursday morning, KSWOC continued its picketing on
Peirce Lawn before proceeding to
march around campus in the early
afternoon. According to K-SWOC
members, a group of picketers went
into the lobby outside of the Gund
Gallery Community Foundation
Theater, where the Office of Admissions was holding an information
session for admitted students. They
continued chanting and reading
testimonials with a bullhorn outside
of the Theater where the session was
being held, but did not enter. Members estimate they were in the Gallery for 20 to 30 minutes.
For the most part, the College’s
account of this incident aligned with
K-SWOC’s account, although it did
not note whether picketers had entered the event; rather, Kenyon only
said that picketers had disrupted the
event. “These actions were deeply
intimidating to both our guests and
admissions staff, who called for assistance,” last Thursday’s news bulletin read. “Campus Safety followed
their usual protocol. They ensured
that the strikers had left the building, and allowed them to continue
their protest outside.”
Vice President for Communications Janet Lape Marsden later
noted in an email to the Collegian
that Campus Safety officers arrived as the strikers were leaving
the Gallery, after being called by admissions staff. K-SWOC members
also said that they left the building
without being asked, and were on
Middle Path when Assistant Director of Campus Safety Todd Bell approached them. He told the picketers that the College protest policy
prevents students from disrupting
College operations, and said they
could continue outside. K-SWOC
members told Bell that their efforts
were not subject to this policy, as
union protests are protected by the
National Labor Relations Act.
The group then made their way
to the Kenyon Inn, where another information session was taking
place, and continued their chants
in the Kenyon Inn parking lot,
with Campus Safety officers still
following them. While the College
and K-SWOC agreed that picketers chanted through a bullhorn in
the parking lot, Marsden said that
members banged on the windows

“to disrupt the admissions meeting.” K-SWOC member April Murphy ’22 refuted the latter assertion,
and said that, although they had
been picketing outside the information session, they left soon after.
“Each time we moved locations,
it was on our own prerogative, because we weren't intentionally trying to be like a pain in the community's side,” Murphy said. “There's a
difference between wanting people
to be informed and being disruptive.”
When asked to comment on the
Office of Admissions’ perspective
on these events, neither Vice President of Enrollment Management
& Dean of Admissions Diane Anci
nor Associate Director of Admissions Jack Eyre responded to the
Collegian’s requests for comment.
With Campus Safety officers
following, picketers proceeded to
Gund Commons. After walking
through the building for a couple
of minutes, they continued to hold
signs and chant outside the offices
of Vice President for Student Affairs
Meredith Harper Bonham ’92 and
Dean of Campus Life Laura Kane,
both of whom watched through
glass windows. At that point, Becker
said that four to five Campus Safety
officers approached them and demanded to see their K-Cards. KSWOC members Murphy, Becker
and Djibril Branche ’23 said that the
officers threatened to call the Knox
County Sheriff’s Office (KSCO)
if they did not hand over their KCards. They also said that officers
took pictures of them with their
phones while this was happening.
Murphy was the only picketer to
comply. “I myself was near the edge
of the group and was really quickly
cornered by one particularly large
and aggressive officer, who immediately made me feel completely unsafe. He demanded that I hand over
my K-Card, which I did, because I
was scared shitless,” she said.
The College denied that Campus Safety made threats of arrest; it
did not comment on whether Campus Safety made threats to call law
enforcement. “Claims that Campus Safety officers threatened students with arrest are simply false,”
last Thursday’s news bulletin read.
“Campus Safety acted appropriately
to protect the safety of our students,
staff and prospective families, while
respecting the rights of peaceful

protesters.”
According to Lieutenant Timothy Light of KCSO, the deputy in
Gambier did not receive any calls in
regards to protest activity in or near
Gambier that day.
Property Damage Accusations
In recounting the College’s perspective on the day’s events, the
news bulletin claimed that “[s]ome
strikers engaged in threatening conduct toward Kenyon staff and damaged an exterior door of the Office
of Campus Safety.” It did not offer
any details about which door was
damaged.
The College claims that the door
was damaged last Thursday, and an
image of the east side exterior, which
showed part of the frame ripped off
and stripped of nails, subsequently
circulated on social media.
However, the side door is not
in view of any security cameras.
Hayden speculated that the absence
of a camera would play into the College’s accusations, specifically in relation to K-SWOC’s protest in the
Kenyon Inn’s parking lot behind
the building. He suggested that the
front camera would only capture
protestors entering and exiting the
parking lot.
J. Kenneth Smail Professor of
Anthropology Ed Schortman, who
has advised members of K-SWOC
through their yearlong efforts and
personally examined the door in
question last Thursday evening,
suspected that this kind of damage
would have required “a lot of force.”
“You would have to get some
kind of tool to get into that door.
To then pry it out to get your fingers in there… It would make a lot
of noise,” he said. “It just seems that
it's an unlikely thing that a group of
students were literally just walking
past [and broke the door].”
K-SWOC members firmly denied the property damage allegations. They noted that they passed
by the Campus Safety office during
their picketing at the Kenyon Inn,
but did not engage in vandalism.
“[There was] no one near that
door,” Branche said. “That [accusation was] completely out of left field.
It was like they pulled something
out of a hat.”
According to Work Order Clerk
Paula Morrison, one work order was
filed last Thursday in regards to the

Campus Safety office building, but
it was relating to the main entrance
and not the side door. “There are no
WOs referring to the ‘incident’ that
occurred at Campus Safety,” Morrison wrote in an email to the Collegian.
When asked about the damage,
several senior staff members declined to comment, including Bonham, Kane, Decatur and Sweazey.
Senior members of the Maintenance Department also declined
to comment, including Director of
Facility Operations Rebecca Lanter
and Manager of Building Maintenance Trades Mike Itschner. The
group cited the ongoing litigation
of K-SWOC’s charges, using nearly
identical language.
On Wednesday afternoon,
Marsden added in an email to the
Collegian that Kenyon “is not in a
position to share its evidence outside of [the legal] proceeding.”
Charges Filed
These charges are based on protections included in Section 7 and
Section 8(a)(1) of the NLRA. Notably, Section 7 gives employees "the
right to self-organization, to form,
join, or assist labor organizations,
to bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing,
and to engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective
bargaining or other mutual aid or
protection.” Section 8(a)(1) — upon
which K-SWOC based their charges — states that a ULP occurs if an
employer acts "to interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the
exercise of the rights guaranteed in
Section 7" of the Act.”
Hayden said that K-SWOC is
currently waiting for an investigator to be assigned to their case. After this happens, he said the NLRB
will take witness statements from
both sides before making a decision.
If the NLRB finds that K-SWOC’s
allegations are true, they will prosecute the case.
“Usually, at that point, 98% of
these things get settled, because
there are no real financial penalties,” Hayden said. “So in terms of
what it means … Kenyon would say,
‘We're sorry we sent security to the
picket line, it was a lawful picket, we
won't do it again.’”
In addition to these ULP charges, K-SWOC announced via Insta-

gram on Wednesday that it had filed
wage theft complaints with the Ohio
Department of Commerce’s Bureau
of Wage and Hour Administration
in regards to the Community Advisors (CAs).
The complaints were in relation
to several minimum wage and overtime violations that constitute “systemic and significant underpayment
of CAs for the essential labor they
perform for the College,” according
to K-SWOC.
CAs are required to record 18
hours on their time sheet regardless of extra time spent on the job,
including responding to emergencies and counseling their residents.
In addition, CAs are currently only
paid for 25% of the 10 hours — from
10 p.m. to 8 a.m. — that they have
to be in their residences for duty
rounds, according to a K-SWOC Instagram post.
Hayden said that CAs are looking at $11,000 in wage theft, and
“some [CAs] are claiming up to
$17,000, if not $20[,000].”
Kenyon Responds
In the College’s first public comment on last Thursday’s events in
almost a week, Decatur sent out a
news bulletin Wednesday, sharing
his thoughts on the state of the community and unions more broadly.
“As Kenyon’s president, I own a
share of responsibility for the erosion of trust we have experienced
in these times. But the responsibility is not mine alone. Neither is the
path to community repair,” Decatur
wrote. He proceeded to say that, although strikes have played a significant role in his life, he feels differently about K-SWOC. “I believe in
and understand the importance of
unions, and at the same time I continue to believe that a wall-to-wall
union of student workers is not appropriate for an undergraduate college,” he said.
Later that afternoon, Becker —
speaking on his own behalf — wrote
a Student-Info email in response,
refuting Decatur’s arguments pointby -point.
“President Decatur, your love
and care for this community is unquestionable,” Becker concluded.
“I hope you, in turn, recognize that
student workers are on strike because we love and care about this
community just as much as you do.”

Kenyon announces date for class of 2020 Commencement
ADAM MARGOLIS
NEWS EDITOR

On April 27, the Office of Campus Events
sent an email to members of the class of 2020
announcing that their Commencement will
be held on May 22, 2022. The ceremony will
take place on campus just one day after the
class of 2022 is scheduled to graduate.
Initially, in February, the College had announced that it would be cancelling in-person graduation plans for the class of 2020 in
favor of a reunion in 2025.
Soon after the announcement, members
of the class of 2020 formulated and signed a

petition that was sent to the College’s senior
staff, urging them to reconsider the plans to
scrap an in-person graduation ceremony and
proposing that the College hold an in-person
graduation in the summer of 2022.
“We appreciated the tentative [reunion]
offered by Kenyon College to acknowledge
our hard work over the past four years and
were excited by the promise of a graduation
at some point in the future,” members of the
class of 2020 wrote in the petition. “[We are]
writing to you today to urge you to reconsider
this proposal; a five year reunion is no substitution for a graduation. The Kenyon College
Class of 2020 deserves a happier ending to our

college career.”
In April, the College then sent an email
asking members of the class of 2020 to fill
out a survey that listed several dates — when
classes would not be in session — for a possible in-person ceremony. Among the options
proposed were dates at the end of the summer
of 2021, before the start of the new academic
year, as well as a date during spring break in
March of 2021. The results of the survey were
released to the class of 2020 in a save-the-date
email.
Becca Foley ’20 was pleased with the College’s decision to reschedule a Commencement ceremony. She acknowledged that the

pandemic had caused plans to change and expressed relief that she would be able to return
to Gambier sooner than 2025.
“The main thing I wanted was to get back
to campus,” Foley said.
She also noted that the news of an official
date gave her a sense of closure.
“I think it brings a sense of relief and gratitude to us to have a set date where we can return to the Hill,” she said. “It feels really good
to know we won’t have to wait five more years
to return to the place we left so abruptly.”
Becca Foley'20 is a former editor-in-chief
for the Collegian.
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Down to Earth Natural Foods: a hidden Mount Vernon gem
THERESA CARR
FEATURES ASSISTANT

Mount Vernon is home to a
number of independent businesses, from an apothecary to
a bike shop. One of those longstanding businesses is Down to
Earth Natural Foods, a health
food store tucked away on West
Gambier Street. Small and cozylooking from the outside, the
store holds a surprisingly robust
number of products on the inside.
Founder Dick Snow established Down to Earth in 1979
and owned the store with his
wife Joanne for 35 years, according to current owner Susan Singrey. She assumed ownership
when Snow retired in 2015, after working at the store for two
years.
Down to Earth supplies a
variety of specialty health food
goods and nutritional supplements, many of which cannot
be found elsewhere in Mount
Vernon. Some products recently
featured on its Facebook page
include dairy-free nutritional
shakes, loose-leaf hibiscus tea
and natural allergy-relief solutions such as nettle and elderberry supplements.
The store advertises a “Tea of
the Month,” giving frequent customers something new to look
forward to. April’s tea flavor was
Hibiscus Heaven, which had
“floral notes, a bit of tartness,
and hints of citrus,” according to
a Facebook post from the store.

The market sells everything from incense to vitamins. | COURTESY OF DOWN TO EARTH NATURAL FOODS
Since its inception, Down to
Earth has aimed to provide a variety of options. Special orders
comprise a significant portion of
its business, allowing customers
to find the specific product they
want while supporting the store.
The store’s stock changes seasonally, offering more immuneboosting products in the winter
and sun protection merchandise
in the summer, though teas and
herbs are consistent best-sellers, Singrey said. More recently,
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Down to Earth has begun supplying CBD products as they
have become more popular.
While many businesses continue to struggle with decreased
demand during the pandemic,
Down to Earth has actually seen
an increase in some sales. Products containing Vitamin C and
Vitamin D have sold well since
the pandemic began, as have other products that support immune
health, Singrey said. “It’s made
people more aware of natural

ways of caring for their health,”
Singrey said.
Customers are often impressed with the quality of Down
to Earth’s products, as well as the
welcoming atmosphere the store
fosters. A Yelp user called the
store “one of the coolest hidden
places in Mount Vernon.”
Kenyon students are also
happy customers. Sarah Ganz
’23 visited the store recently and
enjoyed the chance to test a variety of essential oils, which she

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

38

30

couldn’t do when shopping online. “I was really delighted to
visit the store because I found one
of my favorite teas and was able
to stock up on food I haven’t had
since being home,” Ganz wrote in
an email to the Collegian.
You can find Down to Earth
at 104 West Gambier Street in
Mount Vernon and on its Facebook page, Down to Earth Natural Foods, where new products are
posted as they arrive.

Sophomore Class Total:

39

First-Year Class Total:

25

Answer

Sam Brodsky ’21

Henry Hirschfield ’22

Bart Gardella ’23

Lucy Eichenaur ’24

True or false: Flying squirrels are
nocturnal.

True

True

True

True

True

Which U.S. state has the most
national parks?

California

Wyoming

Utah

California

What is the third sign of the
Western zodiac?

Gemini

Delta Phi

Pisces

Ted Cruz

How many bones do sharks have in
their bodies?

None

35

None

No bones

Weekly Scores

1

2

3

Utah

Pisces

None
2
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KCP puts on socially distanced Rocky Horror Picture Show
MAE HUNT
ARTS EDITOR

Before last week, the phrase “socially
distanced Rocky Horror Picture Show” was
an oxymoron. The 1975 cult classic film is
famous for its prolific sexual themes. Traditional shadow cast productions, in which
cast members act out the film in front of
a screen and lip sync the characters’ lines,
tend to crank the raunchiness up to 11.
But the Kenyon College Players (KCP)
were determined to bring the shadow cast
tradition back to Kenyon, even if they had
to work around strict social gathering restrictions. On the evenings of April 27 and
28, the cast and crew took to the tennis
court beside the New Apartments to stage
their unconventional interpretation of the
show.
The official event was limited to a capacity of 50 attendees and held within the
chain-link perimeter of the tennis court.
However, plenty of stragglers — who all
adhered to social distancing guidelines —
watched from the grass area surrounding
the fence, making for a lively atmosphere.
Naturally, a few things got lost in translation. The actors wore masks, and for those
of us watching the show through the fence,
it was difficult to grasp the full range of
their performances. Certain numbers, like
“Touch-a-touch-a-touch-me,” were slightly
awkward without the actual, well, touching
— and the production team seemed aware
of this, inserting a gag where actors held a
six-foot-long tape measure between the two
characters who were supposed to be having
sex. The spacious outdoor setting also made
for a less intimate energy than the show’s
traditional setting in a crowded theater.
But a production of Rocky Horror without some rough edges is arguably a flawed
interpretation of the source material. And
despite its hiccups, KCP’s Rocky Horror was
a ton of fun.
The crew brought plenty of energy, encouraging the audience to participate in
call-outs, a staple of any Rocky Horror production. They also held a dance battle between two “virgins” (Rocky Horror code
for first-time viewers) during the intermission, which seemed to bring everyone in
the space closer together. The set, prop and
costume teams also did a commendable job
recreating designs from the film.
KCP’s adaptability to the location was
also impressive. Actors and crew members
moved seamlessly from the makeshift stage
to the backstage areas, which were structured behind simple white curtains concealing the back corners of the tennis court.
The production team encouraged audience
members to use their phone flashlights to
help the actors see when entering and exiting from the crowd. It is this kind of participatory spirit that makes Rocky come to life.
My favorite part of the show was the
number “Rose Tint My World,” which was
choreographed to near perfection. The song
is about letting go of one’s inhibitions and
embracing a sordid, sensual side of life,
which the cast members communicated
through exaggerated dancing and flawless
comedic timing.
As a huge Rocky fan, KCP’s production
was a highlight of my semester. I can’t speak
for the virgins in the audience, but I got the
sense that everyone was grateful for an excuse to put aside their stresses and dance
the Time Warp on a Tuesday night. That
alone makes this show a success — kinks
and all.

COURTESY OF MAIA CORNISH-KEEFE
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Welcome
to Volume 149
Dear Kenyon community,
The new Collegian executive staff welcomes you to our first edition of Volume
149. Since 1856, the Kenyon Collegian has
served the College and the surrounding
area by covering the stories that matter
most to our community. Each new year
brings unique challenges and tribulations, which we will work together to
overcome.
We recognize that this staffing transition is unlike anything we have encountered before; we have accepted our new
roles as we near the end of this devastating pandemic that has taken the lives of
over three million people. Our community has felt the turbulence of this year
— masking, social distancing and quiet
periods have dramatically altered the Kenyon experience we know and love. Student workers, too, are feeling the weight
of this year; within the last week, tensions between K-SWOC and the administration have grown tremendously, as
the majority of student workers continue
their fight for unionization.
Even amidst the difficulties, there are
many exciting things on the horizon in
Gambier. For the first time in over a year,
the entirety of the student body will return to Kenyon this fall. We are excited
to welcome and introduce the class of
2025 to the true Kenyon experience, as we
look forward to a fully vaccinated student
body in the fall semester, a new library
for students to frequent and a vote on a
mascot change.
After a year of remote publishing, we
are ecstatic about once again distributing
print copies of our weekly issues and having the entire Collegian staff on campus,
allowing us to fully reconnect and share
the stories of Kenyon students, faculty,
staff and administrators. We hope to help
reestablish the on-campus relationships
that make the Hill so special.
As we close out this semester and look
ahead to the next, we commit ourselves
to the responsibilities that lie ahead of us.
Now more than ever, it is imperative that
we emphasize journalistic integrity, and
provide a platform for critical discourse.
Be patient with us as we take on our new
leadership roles — we still have much to
learn.
We are excited to share this journey
with you.
Sincerely,
Jordy, Linnea, Amanda and Joe
The staff editorial is written weekly by
editors-in-chief Jordy Fee-Platt ’22 and
Linnea Mumma ’22, managing editor
Amanda Pyne ’22 and executive director
Joe Wint ’22. You can contact them at feeplatt1@kenyon.edu, mumma1@kenyon.
edu, pyne1@kenyon.edu and wint1@kenyon.edu, respectively.

OPINIONS
The former Collegian
executive staff bids farewell
kenyoncollegian.com

Mae Hunt ’21: Editor-in-Chief
By the time I learned I would be
serving as the editor-in-chief of the
Collegian, the world was already in
a state of panic. Nobody knows how
to respond to a pandemic, and, like
countless other groups on campus,
the Collegian had to adapt. For the
first time ever, we started reporting early in the summer. We transitioned to a digital publishing format
and, for the fall semester, carried out
the production process entirely over
Zoom. I am proud of how our team
adjusted to these difficult changes.
I am also proud of the work we
accomplished this year, especially
covering large stories like the College’s response to COVID-19 and
the rise of K-SWOC. I believe we
provided some clarity to the community during these difficult times,
and as a result, I am pleased with my

tenure as editor-in-chief.
However, I would be lying if I said
that some things I witnessed this
year weren’t troubling. The College’s
often questionable COVID-19 policies and treatment of student workers has resulted in nearly nonexistent
levels of trust between the student
body and the administration. I hope
this trust can be rebuilt, but it won’t
happen if the administration continuously fails to address students’
needs and concerns. Something desperately needs to change for the sake
of the community everyone claims
to care about. In the future, I hope
the Collegian will continue to hold
authority figures accountable.
I am well aware that the Collegian
isn’t perfect. We are students; we
are learning and we make mistakes.
However, our principles are firm

and our intention is always to serve
our peers. Crafting and producing
this paper often feels like a thankless job, but our passion for keeping
our community informed and connected keeps us working hard and
staying up late into the night, week
after week.
I cannot thank my hardworking, talented staff enough. Not only
did they step up to the plate in every way, but they also provided a
much-needed sense of community at a time when feelings of social
isolation were more prevalent than
ever. I know they will do amazing
work next year. The truth is in good
hands.
I firmly believe that good journalism is needed now more than
ever. Kenyon may be a bubble, but it
is no exception.

Evey Weisblat ’21: Editor-in-Chief
I am deeply troubled by Kenyon’s trajectory. From the administration’s refusal to engage in negotiations with student workers to its
negligence of students in quarantine, this year has shown what the
College’s first priority is, and perhaps always has been: financial gain.
While this is disappointing, as a
journalist, it’s made for a hell of a
time. Like any newspaper, we faced
backlash for the things we published
this year. But for all the names we
got wrong and all the facts we forgot to double-check, we never sacrificed integrity for ease. We never

let Kenyon off the hook for questionable COVID-19 protocols. We
never stopped reporting on students’
efforts toward union recognition.
We never stopped publishing even
though there was no physical evidence of our work.
In my tenure as editor-in-chief,
I hammered into my staff that the
best journalism is not neutral; it is
engaged, truth-seeking and aware
of its positionality. While that may
not have made me the most popular
editor, I believe it led us to produce
some of the best journalism at Kenyon College in recent years. And for

that I am immensely proud.
To my staff: Thank you for trusting me when I struggled to trust myself. Thank you for having hard conversations, working late nights and
effortlessly adapting to Zoom production. To our readers: Thank you
for sticking with us through it all.
And please, please keep reading this
paper. Keep writing comments, keep
doing interviews and keep sending us your thoughts. I have a feeling that Kenyon is going to get even
worse before it gets better. Now more
than ever, the Collegian will be necessary for documenting the truth.

Jackson Wald ’22: Managing Editor
I joined the Collegian my very first
week at Kenyon. An aspiring (and nervous) sports journalist, I attended the
sports section meeting expecting to
shadow other writers, and maybe get
a chance to write an article the following semester.
I was promptly assigned a story
for the next week on field hockey — a
sport I knew absolutely nothing about.
That Saturday, stationed under the
blazing sun, I drew diagrams of the
field and interviewed parents of players, trying to comprehend what in the
world was going on.
I figured, if I could make it through
this article, I could make it through
anything.
Since then — from staff writer to
sports and features editor to managing
editor — the Collegian and I have been
tied at the hip.
My role as managing editor was all

about dealing with people. In many
ways it was a logistical job — scheduling meetings, responding to emails
and organizing staff. But being in
charge of the paper also granted me
something else: a new perspective. My
role afforded me the ability to see just
how incredible it is to have everyone
who works for the Collegian operating
as one cohesive unit, all working their
tails off to make a great paper. It truly
moved me.
Now, as I reflect on my time at
the Collegian, I recognize that more
than anything else, I’m thankful. I’m
thankful for the Vol. 148 staff, who put
up with my near-daily Slack harassment, late-night production rambling
and excessive use of Zoom filters. I’m
thankful for the stories I’ve been able
to write — from profiles on the Mount
Vernon ski club to breaking stories on
Kenyon’s response to COVID-19.

And, finally, I’m thankful for the
wonderful people who helped me
along the way.
I’m thankful for Dylan Goodwin
’19, who threw me into the gauntlet
and let me find my voice as a writer.
I’m thankful for Dante Kanter ’21, who
took me under his wing and taught me
the intricacies of the features section.
I’m thankful for Tommy Johnson ’20,
whose sage advice and snappy humor made the Collegian feel less like
a chore and more like a community.
And, lastly, I’m thankful for my brothers Joe Wint ’22 and Jordy Fee-Platt
’22, who made Wednesday nights my
favorite night of the week. You two are
going to kill it next semester, and I’m
so excited to see where you guys help
take the paper.
The Collegian has provided me with
more than I could have ever imagined.
And for that, I will always be thankful.
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The Volume 148 executive staff reflects on their experiences
Elizabeth Stanley ’21:
Executive Director

Sophie Krichevsky ’21:
Managing Editor

This year has been more than
a challenge. At times, it has been
heartbreaking, stressful and emotionally exhausting. But as a Kenyon community we have persevered,
and I am so deeply grateful to have
had the opportunity to work for this
newspaper through it all.
I have been proud to serve the
Collegian this year as executive director. We achieved a lot despite
the circumstances, and it has been
an honor. My time working for this
newspaper has been a precious and
rewarding experience, and I hope to
carry everything I have learned into
what comes next.
To my fellow executive staff members: Thank you for your friendship
and perseverance throughout this
year. I feel very lucky to have been
your teammate. We have worked

There are many ways I could go about writing this. I could explain that despite my unconventional path at the Collegian, I wouldn’t
trade it for the world. I could thank former editor-in-chief Becca Foley ’20 for taking me under her wing, managing editor Jackson Wald
’22 and editor-in-chief Mae Hunt ’21 for believing in me, editor-in-chief Evey Weisblat ’21
for pushing me to be a better journalist (even
when we disagreed) and the entire Vol. 148
staff for an unforgettable year.
While I wholeheartedly mean those things,
I think it would be more productive to share
the following.
A few weeks ago, one of my professors
asked me why journalists are more defensive
of their ability to do their jobs than people in
other professions. Caught off guard, I fumbled
and gave him an incoherent answer about the
importance of supporting journalists in liberal
and progressive circles. I suppose I proved his
point.
After the reporting Evey and I did this
week, I think I have an answer for him: Journalists are defensive because we are expected
to have all of the answers, even when there
aren’t any.

through a lot together, and I am so
proud of our collective commitment
and our mutual care for one another.
To the Volume 148 staff: Your endurance and your consistent hard
work is inspiring to me. Never forget
the powerful dedication and determination that you showed this year.
You all are rock stars.
To the Kenyon community:
Thank you, from the bottom of
my heart, for the lessons you have
taught me. My years here were deeply formative, and I owe much of my
personal growth to your kind challenges, your efforts to push me as far
as I can go, to take me to my limit
and show me that I can go further.
Kenyon’s magic is born from its
community, and its strength has
taken me far.

Having written about everything from boat
races in the Kokosing to College budget issues,
I can say with some certainty that not all good
journalism is about holding institutions accountable. And that’s okay.
The best reporting is about making people
question what they previously may not have
ever considered. And while a critical reader
will do that naturally, it is our job as journalists to raise those questions in the first place.
In my time as managing editor and features
editor for the Collegian, I’ve become a sort of
walking encyclopedia of Kenyon knowledge;
whether it’s about when Campus Senate began
(1963) or the latest on the College’s Pass/D/Fail
policy, my friends, peers and sometimes professors assume I know the answer. And while
sometimes I do, there are many things I don’t
have answers for.
That, too, is okay. If I’ve learned anything
over the past year, it’s that not all stories can
be tied up neatly in a bow. But if we ask the
questions in the first place, hopefully, one day
someone will find answers. I am confident that
the Collegian will not only continue to look for
these answers in the future, but eventually find
them, even when they are not black and white.

Kenyon must truthfully address threats to student workers
APRIL MURPHY
CONTRIBUTOR

On Thursday, April 29, Campus Safety
officers threatened to call law enforcement on legally picketing members of
the Kenyon Student Worker Organizing
Committee (K-SWOC). Officers also ordered the picketers to provide identification and photographed them without
consent. Campus Safety’s intimidation is
entirely unacceptable, and remains unaddressed by the administration.
Furthermore, a few hours after this
incident took place, the administration
circulated baseless reports that picketers damaged College property and acted
belligerently. I encourage you to read the
point-by-point response K-SWOC released refuting these accusations.
Student workers must be allowed to
speak out about the unfair working conditions they face at the College. The right
to protest is protected by the National Labor Rights Act, the Constitution and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
For a so-called progressive institution,
the intimidation of protestors marks
a regression for Kenyon. We cannot,
should not and will not be superficially
progressive. The College’s authority does
not supersede federal and international
law. The administration is responsible

for the safety, rights and protection of all
students — poor or rich, working or not,
striking or not.
I joined the K-SWOC picket after the
group left the Gund Gallery. United and
determined, approximately 20 picketing student workers peacefully marched
down Middle Path. We briefly walked
through Gund Commons, remaining
there only a few minutes before seeing
ourselves out to continue picketing elsewhere on campus. Moments later, five or
six Campus Safety officers intercepted us
just outside.
One particularly aggressive officer
cornered me, forcefully demanding to
see my K-Card. This officer stood just
a few inches away from me, shouting
loudly with a belligerent tone. I complied, and the officer photographed my
ID. Throughout the incident, the officer
hovered closely over me, taking pictures
of both myself and other members of the
group. Still, I remained compliant, despite being incredibly uncomfortable,
anxious and overwhelmed with both the
close proximity and aggressive behavior
of the officer.
Other members of the group refused
to provide identification, as that request
violated the National Labor Relations
Act. The Campus Safety officers told us
that if we did not comply, they would call

law enforcement. This implied a threat of
arrest, as this seemed to be the only thing
law enforcement could do that Campus
Safety could not. Several members of the
group were students of color, for whom
an encounter with law enforcement could
be traumatic or possibly deadly, especially as the Knox County Sheriff is known
for prior acts of racism against both current students and alumni.
Due to this incident, picketers are vulnerable. I have no history of disciplinary
action, and yet I fear that my future is in
jeopardy simply for speaking out. Furthermore, I now feel unsafe calling Campus Safety, and worry about how I will
find help in the future if I cannot trust
officers to remain calm enough to assist. On Sunday afternoon, when a truck
circled me repeatedly and catcalled me, I
didn’t call Campus Safety because I was
uncertain the responding officers would
even be motivated to help me.
Thursday’s events were compounded
by President Decatur’s cancellation of a
planned meeting with a group of student
workers. He left Lavender Graduation —
an event that celebrates the accomplishments of queer seniors, many of whom
are student workers — in order to send
the email cancelling this meeting.
We were looking forward to expressing our concerns — such as harassment

in College workplaces, inadequate mental health support and poor job accessibility for work-study students — directly
to Decatur. Unfortunately, the administration and Board of Trustees have consistently refused to engage in discussion
with K-SWOC regarding the welfare of
student workers. K-SWOC has invited
them to every one of its town halls, yet
they fail to attend. We want to communicate our concerns, but cannot if the administration refuses to listen to us.
Now is the time for the administration
to step up and respond with amnesty.
Student workers advocating for change
in their workplaces deserve protection
against retaliation from the administration. The administration owes us —
and the campus — honesty regarding
their false accusations against picketing
workers. The manipulation of the truth
and the gaslighting must stop. Finally,
student workers are owed democracy;
whether or not they support unionization, students deserve to have their voices
heard through a community election.
April Murphy ’22 is an economics major from Edmond, Okla. She serves as a
Community Advisor and senior Helpline
consultant at Kenyon. She can be reached
at murphy2@kenyon.edu.

The opinions page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this
page belong only to the writers. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Collegian staff. All members of the community are welcome to
express opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters.
Letters must be signed by individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or fewer. Letters must also be received no later than the Tuesday prior to
publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the editorial board
reserve the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the paper do not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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Lords fall short in NCAC championship, finishing eighth
CHRISTIAN WATANABE
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend, the
Lords golf team finished their
season with a disappointing
showing at the North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC)
tournament, placing eighth
out of 10 teams.
Despite being in third after the first round of the
tournament, the Lords struggled at Westbrook Country
Club, recording a combined
round of 342. In contrast, the
Lords shot a 306 in the first
round at Denison Golf Club
a week prior. The change of
venue was certainly a determining factor in the Lords’
struggles, as the rest of the
field also finished with inf lated scores.
“The greens were extremely fast and were pretty undulated. It was something we
had yet to see this year,” said
Ethan Manalo ’22. “On top of
that, the pin locations were
true championship placements.” Indeed, Manalo and
his teammates were unable to
find any rhy thm, struggling
through tough course conditions.
Leading the Lords on Sat-

Nick Lust ’22 follows through on an iron shot. He finished with an 81. | COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS
urday was Nick Lust ’22, who
finished with a round of 81,
with Manalo trailing him by
only one shot. Ethan Shapiro
’23 recorded a 90 and fellow

sophomore Logan Spiess ’23
was right behind him with
a 92. Lawrence Courtney
’21 carded an 89 in his final
showing for Kenyon golf.

One silver lining to the finale of the Lords’ season was
Courtney taking home the
Dick Gordin Player of the
Year Award, making him the

second ever Lord to win such
honors. Courtney and Lust
both finished their season
with All-NCAC honorable
mentions.

Lords finish 6-0, prepare for NCAC title game at Denison
CALEB NEWMAN
SPORTS ASSISTANT

On Sat u rday, t he Kenyon men’s
lacrosse tea m t ravel led to Oberli n Col lege for t heir last match of
t he reg u la r season. W hi le t he f i na l
score of 16 -5 suggests a blowout,
t he f irst ha l f was heav i ly contested,
w it h t he L ords lead i ng by just t wo
goa ls.
Decla n Cu rr y ’22 a nd Et ha n
Dewbrey ’22 scored t wo qu ick goa ls
for t he L ords, before t he Yeomen
responded w it h t wo goa ls of t heir
ow n to t ie t he ga me less t ha n f ive
mi nutes i n. L ater, Mi ke Mat teo ’23
a nd Dewbrey scored for t he L ords,
but Yeoma n Dav id O’Keefe cut t he
L ords’ lead to one goi ng i nto t he
second qua r ter.
Sophomore Joe Boesel ’23 scored
to ex tend Kenyon’s lead, but Yeomen Michea l Mu ldoon a nd T homas
Berle Ca rma n scored t he nex t t wo
goa ls, k not t i ng up t he score at f ive
midway t hroug h t he second. Kenyon’s Boesel a nd Dewbrey scored
a not her t wo goa ls before t he second
ha l f to ta ke a 7-5 lead.
Ea rly on i n t he second ha l f, Boesel scored once more, ex tend i ng t he
L ords’ lead to t hree goa ls. Jack Giu f f re ’23 a nd Mat teo combi ned for
t wo more goa ls to ta ke a com ma ndi ng 11-5 lead.

Mike Asuncion ’22 cradles the ball, looking upfield for a teammate. | COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS
L ess t ha n a mi nute i nto t he fou r t h
qua r ter, Mi ke Asu ncion ’22 ex tended t he L ords’ lead. Cu rr y scored
t wo goa ls, a nd Asu ncion added a not her goa l. Boesel wou ld close Ke-

nyon’s big of fensive day w it h his
tea m-hig h fou r t h goa l of t he ga me.
A f ter complet i ng a n u ndefeated
reg u la r season for t he f irst t i me
si nce t he 1940s, t he L ords w i l l t rav-

el to Gra nv i l le, Ohio to ta ke on nat iona l ly ra n ked Denison Universit y
i n t he Nor t h Coast At h let ic Conference cha mpionship ga me on Sat u rday, May 8 at 1 p.m.
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Lords sweep Terriers on the road, finishing season at 6-6
ANTHONY GALLAGHER
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend, the Lords
baseball team faced off against
the Hiram College Terriers in a
doubleheader on the road, winning both games in convincing
fashion with final scores of 9-3
and 6-1.
The first game of the day
began with a strong start from
the Lords, who built a 3-0 lead
heading into the top of the fifth
inning. Jimmy Clark ’22 started
Kenyon’s scoring in the second,
driving home Kyle Dwyer ’23
after a Hiram error. In the very
next at bat, Jake Brown ’21 hit
an RBI double that pushed Kenyon’s lead to 2-0. In the fourth,
after another error from Hiram, Ayden Head ’23 scored to
give the Lords a three-run lead.
Hiram was able to recover from the early deficit to tie
the game in the bottom of the
seventh, forcing extra innings.
However, Dwyer ripped a huge
home run in the Lords’ first at
bat in the eighth, and set the
tone for the remainder of the
8th inning. The subsequent offensive onslaught saw Clark,
Will Sturgeon ’22 and Brent
Henderson ’22 each knock in
runs for Kenyon. On top of
that, another Hiram error and
a bases-loaded walk for Andrew Rabinowitz ’22 saw the
Lords score six total runs in the
eighth. They closed it out in the

Kyle Dwyer ’23 hit a key home run in the eighth inning of game one. | COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS
bottom half to finish off a 9-3
win.
In the day’s second matchup
against Hiram, the Lords’ pitchers were dominant. Sam Rich-

ards ’23 and Zach Elsawy ’22
combined for seven strikeouts,
while allowing only a single unearned run. The Lords also had
a great day in the field, with a

No. 12 Ladies tennis upsets
No. 5 Carnegie Mellon

JORDY FEE-PLATT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
JAMES MAZER
SPORTS EDITOR

Ladies
The 12th-ranked Kenyon women’s
tennis team completed an outstanding
season with a win against No. 5 Carnegie
Mellon University on Sunday.
With competition limited to only
three courts, the match lasted a grueling
seven hours. NCAC player of the week
Victoria Vasquez ’24 and her partner
Ilana Blackwood ’21 crushed their doubles opponents, contributing to the upset.
The match was tight throughout the day,
and came to a head in a final tie-breaking
singles matchup between Kenyon’s Anna
Winslow ’22 and Carnegie Mellon’s Alex
Lordache. After trading sets, the pair tied
in the third set and then went to another tiebreak. Fortunately, Winslow was
able to outlast her competitor, allowing
the Ladies to take home the upset and
clinch an undefeated regular season. The
7-0 Ladies will compete Saturday for the
NCAC title on the road against DePauw
University, before looking ahead to the
upcoming NCAA tournament.

Lords
The Lords split their last two matches
of the season this past week, dominating
Allegheny College 9-0 on Saturday before falling to 15th-ranked Carnegie Mellon University. In their final conference
match, Kenyon was in control from the
start against the Gators, winning all three
contests in doubles play. Angelo Vidal ’22
and Evan Dean ’23 combined for a strong
8-1 victory, while the pairings of Luis Andres Platas ’23 and Thomas Kallarakal ’23,
and Aidan Biglow ’23 and Jacob Smith ’23,
added wins. The Lords didn’t miss a beat
in singles, with Kallarakal and Smith combining to drop just one game.
The trip to Carnegie Mellon was more
of a struggle for Kenyon. The Lords battled hard against a very difficult opponent,
but ultimately fell 5-3. Two wins from the
doubles circuit gave Kenyon an early lead.
No. 1 doubles team Andres Platas and Kallarakal won 8-5, while Jack Wagner ’22
and Harshal Rukhaiyar ’23 added another
8-5 victory over their Tartans opponents.
However, Carnegie Mellon took over in
singles play, winning four of five matches
to take the 5-3 victory.
This marks the end of an up-and-down
season for the Lords, who were ranked
15th nationally coming into the season,
but finished 3-4 overall.

combined 12 groundouts and
f lyouts. Offensively, Rabinowitz and Ryan Page ’21 each collected three hits for Kenyon,
propelling them to a 6-1 win

over the Terriers.
The 6-6 Lords will finish
their season with a NCAC doubleheader at Allegheny College
this coming Friday.

Led by Pater ’22, softball
wins first game of season

COURTESY OF SEJIN KIM
JAMES MAZER
SPORTS EDITOR

The Kenyon women’s softball team
concluded their season on Sunday, May 2
with a doubleheader against Hiram College. After 15 straight losses, the Ladies secured their first victory in game one of the
doubleheader, before falling short in game
two.
Central to the Ladies’ victory was the
performance of pitcher Emily Pater ’22,
who threw a complete game, allowing only
one run on nine total hits. The victory was
Pater’s first in eight total games, and spearheaded the Ladies’ best defensive performance of the season. The game began with
Hiram scoring off a sacrifice fly, giving
them a 1-0 lead at the end of the first.

However, this slim lead was easily
overcome by none other than Pater, who
knocked in two runs on a double to left
center field. The single sacrifice fly was all
the offense Hiram could muster, and the
first game of the afternoon ended in a 2-1
victory for the Ladies. In her final day as
a Lady, Kathryn Riggs ’21 caught the final
out for her team’s only win this year.
Game two began similarly, with Hiram
driving in a run in their first inning at bat.
After a scoreless second inning from both
sides, Hiram knocked in another three
runs. Kenyon got out of the inning, but
couldn’t rally on offense. The Ladies continued to struggle on the mound, allowing another five runs over the next two
innings. Paige Milhon ’23 drove in the Ladies’ only run: Riggs, who scored the Ladies’ last run of the season.

